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Welcome to this edition of our Insurance Regulatory eBulletin,
which aims to keep you updated with significant regulatory
developments and their implications across the insurance
sector.

The regulators have been as busy as ever during May.The
Bank of England and Financial Services Act 2016 received
royal assent completing the government’s regulatory reforms
post the financial crisis. EIOPA set out its 2016 stress test
requirements and the PRA has issued a series of papers
updating its requirements for both Solvency II and non-
Solvency II firms. The PRA also started consultation on the
audit committee requirements contained in the EU Audit
Directive; some of which, such as the independence
requirements for membership of an audit committee, may
prove challenging for many smaller firms.

Please do not hesitate to contact myself or your normal
Moore Stephens contact if you have any concerns over any
matter highlighted in this update.

Paul Latarche
Head of Insurance
paul.latarche@moorestephens.com
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• Financial Services Compensation Scheme - changes to the compensation sourcebook -
PS16/14

• Number of skilled persons reports commissioned in 2015/16
• Proposed guidance on wind-down planning - GC16/5

Enforcement
• FCA fines round-up
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EIOPA

EIOPA Q&A on regulation
On 27 April, 13 May and 20 May 2016, EIOPA published new
sets of questions and answers on:

• Guidelines on group solvency;
• Final report on the ITS on the templates for the

submission of information to the supervisory
authorities (CP-14-052);

• Final report on the ITS on procedures, formats and
templates of the solvency and financial condition
report (CP-14-055);

• Final report on the ITS on the templates for the
submission of information to the supervisory
authorities (CP-14-052);

• Final report on the ITS on the templates for the
submission of information to the supervisory
authorities (CP-14-052);

• Guidelines on recognition and valuation of assets
and liabilities other than technical provisions; and

• Guidelines on the treatment of market and
counterparty risk exposures in the standard formula.

EIOPA report on functioning of supervisory colleges
during 2015
On 12 May 2016, EIOPA published its 2015 report on the
functioning of colleges of supervisors and the
accomplishments of its 2015 action plan. EIOPA noted
progress in the following areas:
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• in 2015, coordination arrangements for 91 colleges were agreed and signed by supervisors
from the EEA member states;

• in ten cases, colleges assessed and approved the application of an internal model for the
calculation of group and solo Solvency Capital Requirements as per the Solvency II Directive;
and

• in the majority of the colleges, discussions took place on how the Solvency II preparatory
guidelines were implemented by insurance groups and which gaps still needed to be closed
(however, in not all cases was the feedback about these discussions agreed upon or provided
to the groups).

EIOPA highlighted the following themes for 2016:

• the appropriateness of the data and information used by colleges to form a shared view on a
group’s supervisory risks and how EIOPA can provide analytical and technical support;

• improving the transparency of the college work to the regulated group;
• determining processes for ensuring ORSA and group solvency calculations are consistent

across the group; and
• determining procedures for reviewing the continuing appropriateness of a group’s internal

model approval.
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EIOPA launches its EU-wide insurance stress test for 2016
On 24 May, EIOPA launched its 2016 EU-wide stress test for the European insurance sector. This
regular exercise aims to assess insurers’ vulnerabilities and is designed to assess the resilience of the
European insurance sector to severe adverse market developments based on a common analytical
framework. This stress test will examine the potential increase of systemic risks in situations of stress
by focusing on two major market risks:

• the prolonged low yield environment; and
• the so-called ’double-hit‘, i.e. a negative market shock to asset prices combined with a low risk

free rate.
The exercise focuses on long-term business performed by solo undertakings. In order to include a
higher number of small and medium size insurers, the participation target for 2016 has been increased
from a 50% share to a 75% share of each national market in terms of gross life technical provisions.
The EU-wide results of the stress test will be disclosed in December 2016 in an anonymized and/or
aggregated way.

The stress test technical specifications and templates are published on EIOPA’s website. The deadline
for submission of results to the national competent authorities (NCAs) is 15 July 2016.
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Prudential regulation

Bank of England and Financial Services Bill given royal assent
on May 4 2016
The Bank of England and Financial Services Act 2016 is the third
major piece of legislation that the government has taken through
Parliament to fundamentally reform the financial sector.

The Financial Services Act 2012 dismantled the failed tripartite
system, putting the Bank of England at the centre of a new
framework of financial regulation. The Banking Reform Act 2013
implemented the recommendations of the Independent
Commission on Banking and the Parliamentary Commission on
Banking Standards, to put in place strict new rules on bank ring-
fencing, implement bail-in, and make sweeping changes to
enhance individual accountability and raise standards in banking.
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This latest Act is the last major milestone in this series of reforms and includes the following measures:
• strengthening the governance and accountability of the Bank by ending the subsidiary status of the

Prudential Regulation Authority and allowing the National Audit Office to undertake value for money
reviews of the Bank for the first time. These reforms are intended to ensure that the Bank of
England continues to be an international example of best practice;

• taking further steps to protect tax payers from firm failure by updating resolution planning and crisis
management arrangements between the Bank and the Treasury; and

• ensuring that senior managers across the financial services industry can be held to account for
failings that occur on their watch through the extension of the Senior Managers and Certification
regime to all authorised persons.

Reporting requirements for non-Solvency II insurance firms – CP18/16
On 3 May 2016, the PRA issued a Consultation Paper (CP) setting out its proposals for new reporting rules
for non-Solvency II insurance firms (or NDFs).

The PRA is proposing to transpose PRA Handbook material relevant to NDFs into its Rulebook format,
amend the reporting rules following the changes to the prudential regime for NDFs published in PS26/15,
and, where possible, to simplify some of the requirements. In line with the PRA’s general approach to
transposing material from the PRA Handbook to the Rulebook, the PRA proposes to consolidate the
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Handbook material into new or existing parts. In this CP, the PRA proposes to create two new Rulebook
Parts for NDFs:

• Insurance Company – Reporting; and
• Friendly Society – Reporting.

The rules proposed in the CP are not intended to represent a fundamental policy change; they are, in
substance, replacing the equivalent rules currently in the Handbook and where appropriate, consolidating
reporting requirements, deleting redundant requirements and making certain minor consequential
amendments arising from changes to the prudential regime for NDFs.

The deadline for submitting comments is 13 June 2016. The PRA intends to publish a policy statement
setting out feedback and its final policy in the summer.

Solvency II: changes to internal models used by UK insurance firms – CP19/16
On 5 May 2016, the PRA issued for consultation a draft Supervisory Statement setting out its expectations on
firms and the Society of Lloyd’s in relation to changes to internal models and extensions to the scope of
internal models that have been approved under Solvency II. The proposed Supervisory Statement covers the
PRA’s expectations of firms:

• before and during a model change application;
• the quality of firms’ model change applications; and
• the information to be provided with a model change application.

The PRA is proposing to adopt the same supervisory approval process for:
• model change applications in respect of individual major changes;
• major changes triggered by an accumulation of minor changes; and
• extensions of the scope of the internal model (e.g. to cover new business units or risks).

Applications to apply changes to the policy for changing the internal model will be subject to a standalone
review process.

The PRA is expecting firms, in most circumstances, to submit no more than one model change application
per year. Once a firm has submitted a formal model change application the PRA will have 30 days (or 45
days in the case of a group internal model) to check that it is complete. The PRA has up to six months from
the date of a complete application to provide a decision.

The deadline for submitting comments is 5 August 2016.

Solvency II: consolidation of Directors’ letters – CP20/16
On 5 May 2016, the PRA published a Consultation Paper setting out its proposals for streamlining the
presentation of the ways in which it expects firms to meet various requirements of Solvency II. The
Consultation Paper includes draft and updated Supervisory Statements (SS) setting out the PRA’s
expectations of firms that were in formats including Solvency II Directors’ letters, Executive Director’s letters
and feedback statements published in the period 1 April 2013 to 15 February 2016.

During the run up to Solvency II implementation, in order to share information with firms and clarify the policy
environment as soon as was practicable, the PRA published a series of Directors’ letters. These contained
the PRA’s expectations as they were developed alongside the Directive framework, and ensured that firms
had the information they needed to enable them to comply with the Directive from 1 January 2016.

To make its approach consistent and transparent, the PRA is now proposing that those supervisory
expectations published in forms other than as SS’s be re-published, either as new SS’s or as amendments to
existing SS’s, as appropriate. Drafts of the new or amended SS’s are included in the appendices to the
Consultation Paper.

The new and/or updated Supervisory Statements cover:

Internal models – assessment,
model change policy and the
role of NEDs

This draft new SS sets out the PRA’s expectations on internal
model approval assessments as well as ongoing maintenance
of the model

Longevity risk transfers This draft new SS sets out the PRA's expectations on the use
and management of these transfers as a litigant to longevity
risk. Additionally, it sets out the PRA's notification requirements
with regard to such transfers.

ORSA This draft new SS sets out the PRA's expectations with regard
to the policy and processes, and the required documents that
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firms need for an effective ORSA policy that was set out in a
Directors' letter in June 2015.

Reinsurance This draft new SS on reinsurance is based on two Directors’
letters which covered reinsurance counterparty credit risk and
issues in soft markets for general insurance firms, including
reinsurance.

Recognition of deferred tax This is an update to PRA SS2/14 covering the additional
guidance issued in a Directors’ Letter of March 2015.

Transitional measures on
risk-free interest rates
and technical provisions

This updated SS covers a September 2015 Directors’ update
letter which provided further information on the PRA’s
expectations to those contained in PRA SS17/15, which sets
out the application process and the calculation methodology for
these transitional measures

The treatment of pension
scheme risk

This updated SS5/15 covers the feedback on the way firms’
internal models treated pension scheme risk in terms of their
assessment of the credit spread risk issued in a July 2015
Directors’ letter.

The deadline for submitting comments is 5 August 2016.

Culture in financial services – a regulator’s perspective
On 9 May 2016, Andrew Bailey, in his last speech as Chief Executive of the PRA, explained to the City Week
2016 Conference the importance of culture to both prudential and conduct financial regulators and the
challenges for supervisors when looking at the culture of firms.

He noted that: “the culture of firms and the people that make them up – and of course therefore the culture of
industries insofar as it can be generalised – is of the utmost importance to financial regulators. Culture
matters a great deal. And this is true for both conduct and prudential regulators…”. And that “As supervisors,
we cannot go into a firm and say ’show us your culture‘. But we can, and do, tackle firms on all the elements
that contribute to defining culture, and from that we build a picture of the culture and its determinants.”

The speech reinforces the regulatory view that: “there has not been a case of a major prudential or conduct
failing in a firm which did not have among its root causes a failure of culture as manifested in governance,
remuneration, risk management or tone from the top.”

Culture will therefore continue to be top of the regulators’ hot topics for the foreseeable future.

Business line reporting for employers’ liability insurance and motor insurance
On 11 May 2016, the PRA published a Technical Note setting out the correct allocation to the lines of
business, and in consequence some issues on the unbundling of contracts, that the PRA expects for
reporting insurance contracts under employers’ liability insurance and motor insurance.

The information in the note is based on the July 2015 Solvency II Directors’ update letter on employer’s
liability insurance and motor insurance.

Implementing audit committee requirements under the revised Statutory Audit Directive – PS16/16
On 10 May 2016, the PRA published PS16/16 which implements the audit committee requirements of the EU
Audit Directive. The PS provides feedback on CP34/15 and sets out the final rules implementing the audit
committee requirements of Article 39 of the Directive, inter alia, in respect of UK Solvency II firms to take
effect in respect of accounting periods commencing on or after 17 June 2016. For Lloyd’s, the requirements
apply separately for the Society and each managing agent.

The PRA, in response to the feedback from CP34/15, has applied a ’differentiated approach‘ to meet the
proportionality principle by requiring the highest standards of governance only for significant firms (defined as
Category 1 or 2 impact firms), with more flexible arrangements for other firms. The PRA are also inviting the
smallest firms (not currently defined but possibly Category 5 impact firms) to apply for a waiver or
modification of the audit committee requirements provided equivalent functions are performed by the firm’s
governing body (normally the board of directors)

The key criteria of an audit committee for a Solvency II firm are:

• a committee of the governing body of a firm;
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• comprised only of non-executive directors;
• containing at least one member with competence in accounting and/or auditing;
• members collectively to have competence in insurance;
• for significant firms, each member of the committee must be independent of the firm; and
• for other firms, a majority of members, including the chairman, must be independent of the firm.

The minimum required functions of the audit committee are:

• informing the governing body of the outcome of the statutory audit;
• monitoring the financial reporting process;
• monitoring effectiveness of internal quality control and risk management systems in relation to

financial reporting including internal audit;
• monitoring performance of the statutory audit;
• review and monitoring of the independence of the statutory auditor; and
• responsibility for selection of statutory auditor and recommendation of audit firm to be appointed.

The PS sets out some transitional provisions which means that the following rules will not apply until the
accounting period commencing on or after 17 June 2018:

• or significant firms the requirement for all members to be independent of the firm, provided a
majority, including the chairman are independent;

• other firms to establish an audit committee provided equivalent functions are being performed by the
governing body; and

• the independence requirements for other firms provided that all committee members are members
of the governing body.

It is clear that the PRA has recognised the need to be more flexible in their approach to independence. The
PRA has recognised that the determination of independence should be decided by a firm, notably in relation
to non-executive directors serving on audit committees where they have served on a governing body for
more than nine years.

Nevertheless, the independence requirements for membership of an audit committee may prove challenging
for many firms, particularly member controlled mutual insurers whose governing bodies and committees have
historically been comprised of representatives from its member firms.

Internal governance – SS21/15 UPDATE
On 18 May 2016, the PRA updated Internal Governance – SS21/15 to remove paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 on
audit committees as a result of the PRA publishing its new rules on audit committees in Policy Statement 16/
16, which is discussed above.

Solvency II: monitoring model drift and standard formula SCR reporting for firms with an approved
internal model – CP22/16
The Solvency II Directive includes a provision that, where relevant, the Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR)
can be calculated using an internal model that has been approved by the supervisory authority. This may
create some risk that as these models evolve over time, capital levels may drift downward and fail to
adequately reflect the level of risk in the system. Accordingly, the PRA is proposing an approach to monitor
this risk at the level of individual firms, for sectors and the industry as a whole.

On 25 May 2016, the PRA issued a Consultation Paper which proposes a Supervisory Statement (SS)
setting out the PRA’s approach to monitoring model drift and its expectations of firms with an approved
internal model for reporting the Standard Formula SCR. The draft SS sets out an expectation that firms with
an approved internal model should privately report their Standard Formula SCR information on an annual
basis. A template is provided as part of the consultation, which the PRA considers would make it simpler for
firms to provide the required information.

The PRA proposes to use this information to monitor potential model drift. This includes the monitoring of the
internal model SCR against objective measures of risk. These measures of risk, which may change over
time, include the Standard Formula SCR, pre-corridor Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR), net written
premium and best estimate liabilities.

The PRA proposes to calculate model drift ratios from the point of model approval and re-base following a
change in risk profile or major model change. This approach would ensure that any drift is identified
consistently and monitored over time.
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The PRA does not intend any automatic supervisory action in response to any change in model drift ratios.
However, changes may lead to a supervisory review to investigate the reasons for such changes.

The consultation closes on Wednesday 17 August 2016.

Recalculation of the ‘transitional measure on technical provisions’ under Solvency II – SS6/16
On 25 May 2016, the PRA published its Supervisory Statement (SS) SS26/16 following its Consultation
Paper 15/16 on a draft SS which set out the PRA’s expectations for the recalculation of the transitional
measure on technical provisions (TMTP).

The Solvency II Directive allows for a recalculation of the TMTP every 24 months, or more frequently where
the risk profile of the firm has materially changed. The purpose of the SS is to provide clarity with respect to
the PRA’s expectations, and proposed process, for recalculations of the TMTP and it sets out the PRA’s
expectations and proposed process for:

• requesting that a firm carry out a recalculation of the transitional measure; and
• assessing a firm’s application for a recalculation on the basis of a material change in risk profile.

In response to the consultation feedback the PRA has amended the final SS, in particular as follows:

• the PRA expects firms to update the calculation of TMTPs as at the last working day in December of
every 24 months rather than the first working day in January;

• with respect to the PRA’s assessment of the materiality of a change in risk profile resulting from a
change in operating conditions, the final SS explains what sustained means; and

• the final SS sets out the proportionate approach that the PRA will take with respect to firms’
recalculations of TMTPs and encourages them to discuss their proposed methodology with their
supervisory contacts.
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FCA Regulation round-up
On 19 May 2016, the FCA published its monthly Regulation round-
up. This edition discusses the FCA’s Business Plan and in particular
the Live and Local roadshow programme. The hot topic covers
suitability in wealth management following the Thematic Review
published in December 2015, and the prospective launch of
the FCA’s new website in June 2016 which will feature new hub
pages for each sector, including the latest news, publications,
events, policy information and updates.

The general insurers items include:
• FCA: Live & Local; and
• the recent Policy Statement on Pensions reforms.

FCA survey of firms providing financial advice
On 28 April 2016, the FCA published a report setting out the findings
of its survey of a sample of firms providing retail investment advice,
including financial advisers, networks, banks and life insurance
companies to inform the Financial Advice Market Review (FAMR)
and its supervisory work. The survey focused on three advice areas
in retail investments: retirement income, pension accumulation and
investments. It considered a range of issues including:
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• providing data on pension pot sizes and amounts of investable assets of the customers of firms
providing advice;

• how firms were charging for advice;
• firms’ advice proposition and use of technology and automation tools; and
• future plans and expected changes for the provision of financial advice.

Financial Services Compensation Scheme – Changes to the Compensation sourcebook – PS16/14
On 29 April 2016, the FCA published a Policy Statement providing details of the main issues that arose from
its Consultation Paper (CP15/40) on its proposed changes to the Compensation sourcebook. The Policy
Statement also includes the final rules which do not differ significantly from those consulted on.

Number of skilled persons reports commissioned in 2015/16
The FCA has provided details of the number of skilled person reports commissioned in Q4 2015/16. Thus,
both the PRA and the FCA have now released their statistics on the commissioning of s166 Skilled Person
reports during 2015/16. They can be summarised as follows:
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Key points are:

• quantum of reports commissioned has decreased by circa 36%;
• the use of the regulators direct power of appointment of the Skilled Person appears to be steady;
• banks and insurers continue to be an area of regulatory focus although consumer credit continues to

be an area of FCA focus; and
• governance remains the key area of focus for both regulators whilst for the FCA conduct of business

and client assets and financial crime are unsurprisingly the major areas of focus.
Proposed guidance on wind-down planning – GC16/5
On 23 May 2016, the FCA issued for consultation proposed guidance for firms that are wishing to wind down
their business in an orderly manner, including under stressed conditions. This follows requests from regulated
firms and professional advisors that the FCA provide clarification on what wind-down planning should cover.
The consultation is aimed at FCA solo-regulated firms, especially those which currently perform related
analyses, e.g. estimating wind-down costs for capital planning.

Among the considerations for firms in their wind-down planning should be to:

• identify the steps and resources it needs to wind down its business, especially in a resource-stressed
situation; and

• evaluate the risks and impact of such actions and considering how to mitigate them.

The FCA’s approach document places emphasis on the leadership of the firm’s governing body in its wind-
down planning. It also sets out the areas that many firms have tended to overlook, including having an
effective communications plan and the importance of an assessment of intra-group relationships and, in
particular, the withdrawal of group financial support, processing capabilities and shared staff and facilities on
any winding-down plan.

The deadline for submitting comments is 22 July 2016.
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FCA fines round-up
FCA regulatory fines for 2016 now total £4.9m as the
regulator continues its policy of credible deterrence. The
following fines were announced in the last month.
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Peter Johnson The FCA has banned Peter Johnson, former compliance officer of Keydata
Investment Services Ltd (Keydata), from performing any function in relation
to any regulated financial activity and publicly censured him. Were it not
for Mr Johnson’s serious financial hardship, the FCA would have fined him
£200,000.

The FCA found that Mr Johnson failed to act with integrity in his role as
Keydata’s compliance officer and misled the then Financial Services
Authority (FSA) on a number of occasions. The Final Notice followed Mr
Johnson’s withdrawal of his reference to the Upper Tribunal. Proceedings
continue in the Upper Tribunal with respect to the references made by Mr
Stewart Ford, Keydata’s former CEO, and Mr Mark Owen, Keydata’s
former Sales Director.

Mark Taylor A fine of £36,285 and a ban for a period of at least two years for breaches
of FIT, as well as section 118(2) Financial Services and Markets Act 2000,
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related to market abuse and a lack of fitness/propriety in the wealth
management and private banking sector.

The FCA found that Mr Taylor, an experienced financial adviser who had
worked at Towry Limited for two and a half years, bought shares in another
firm, Ashcourt Rowan plc, off the back of inside information accidentally
provided to him in his role at Towry. Mr Taylor made a profit of £3,498
through the use of the insider information.

Terence Joint A fine of £10,000 and a prohibition from performing significant influence
functions for breaches of APER 6, APER 7, FIT and CASS related to a lack
of fitness/propriety and client money / assets misconduct in the general
insurance and protection sector.

Mr Joint was found to have failed failing to exercise due skill, care and
diligence in managing the business of Joint Aviation Limited, resulting in
the misapplication of client insurance premiums by Joint Aviation. £150k of
client insurance premiums had been used by Joint Aviation to pay its
business expenses.
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